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English 

 

In English this half term the children will focus on fiction and non-fiction texts 
based around animals.  In our narrative unit the children will read a historical 
story called ‘Brashem’s Tortoise’ by the author Susan Price. They will study the 
language features that show the story is in the historical genre.  The children will 
also become familiar with a range of different story genres before planning and 
writing their own story with powerful imagery.  
In our non-fiction unit the children will be immersed in information, facts and 
figures about Exotic pets.  They will learn about formal and impersonal writing 
styles and will write and perform a role play to examine the issues regarding 
Exotic pet smuggling.  

Maths 

 

In Maths this half term the children will be tackling work on decimals and 
percentages.  They will develop an understanding of numbers up to three 
decimal places before moving onto the trickier task of multiplication and division 
of decimals.  The children will build on their work about fractions from last half 
term and will be able to convert fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions.  
When learning about percentages the children will use their knowledge from their 
work on decimals to apply links between decimals and hundredths.  The children 
will complete problem solving tasks to consolidate all of their learning.  
Mr Stark will be teaching the children once a week with a big focus on the 
arithmetic skills that are used in all of our Maths topics.  

Science 

 

In science the children will begin their topic on living things where they will build 
on previous learning from year 4.  They will be looking at the classification 
system in detail and will learn that broad groupings such as animals and plants 
can be subdivided. The children will classify animals into commonly found 
vertebrates and invertebrates and will discuss reasons for the grouping of living 
things.  They will find out about the significance of the work of scientists such as 
Carl Linnaeus who was a pioneer of classification. 

Topic 

 

 

This half term the children will be looking at the Ancient Shang Dynasty from 
China.  They will use their historical enquiry skills to find out what life was like for 
people during this time period.  The children will be consulting a range of 
historical sources and archaeological finds to compare evidence and draw 
conclusions. 
 
In our design technology lessons, the children will be learning about healthy 
eating and a balanced diet.  They will analyse existing products then will design 
and make a pasta bake. 

Home 

School 

Partnership 

We would like you to help your child at home with the following activities:  

 Reading at least three times in a week but the more the better. 

 Weekly spellings which are tested every Tuesday. 

 Weekly Maths homework that supports our class learning. 
 
Please also support your child to have the correct school uniform with black 
shoes for school. 

Reminders 

 

This half term the children will be doing PE on a Monday and Tuesday afternoon. 
On these days the children should come to school in their PE kit. 
 
School PE kit is navy blue shorts or jogging bottoms with a plain white t-shirt.  
The children can wear their school jumper or cardigan over this and must not 



 

wear other hoodies or jumpers that are not uniform.  

 


